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INDIAN TEACHER AND EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL PROGRAM

June 10, 1998

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
(707) 826-3672

Miss Ellen Clark
CA Academic Standards Commission
801 K Street, Suite 912
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Comments on 2nd Draft History/Social Science Standards

The Indian Teacher and Educational Personnel Program (ITEPP) is currently starting it's 29th
year of operation at Humboldt State University. ITEPP has been a national exemplary program
in the Indian Education field offering: 1) specialized courses and institutes on Indian Educational
issues surrounding sovereignty, social and cultural considerations, tribal educational needs,
experiences, and perspectives for all HSU students, as well as, classroom practices, curricular
support, methodologies and pedagogical topics for teacher professional growth; 2) an American
Indian specialized Curriculum Resource Center that is available for students, teachers, and
community members; and 3) an academic student support and retention program.
It is with great interest that ITEPP has taken the time to thoroughly review the 2nd Draft of the
History/Social Science Performance Standards. In looking over the Standards we have some
concerns that we have noted, and a detailed list of additions and changes that are attached. While
we have indicated areas point by point throughout the standards where Indian issues could be
inserted, we are concerned about the overall organization of the standards, because presently the
organization does not lend itself to comparison side by side of Indians to other Euro-American
cultures and event. This is important because the impact of certain events in American History
(railroad, mineral resource rushes) negatively impacted American Indians and did not negatively
impact the other Euro-Americans. For example, in the eighth grade, students look at the
divergent paths of American people form 1800 to 1850 with challenges that they faced from
different regions, but we notice when it refers to the Northeast or the South there is no mention
of the impact on the American Indians. The American Indian inclusion is only in the West as if
the Indians did'no longer live in the Northeast or the South. Another concern of the organization
is the leap from 1850 into the Reconstruction and Industrial Revolution era themes that omit the
opportunity to study the California experience from 1850 to 1900 regarding the Gold Rush,
statehood, and subsequent development of the state.
We encourage the State Commission to strive for better integra~ion of American Indian content
in all units. We are available to call upon for clarification, questions, and to identify resource

material~.

We thank you for the opportunity to

su~t.

Delores

Nason~,

~---"'

Professor

History Department
Program

ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521

Annotated Review of History /Soci&l Science Standards
Kindergarten: Learning and Working Now and Long Ago

K.6

1.
Add to identification of holidays the need to recognize the
perspectives of American Indians in the commemoratfon of
Thanksgfvl.ng and Columbus. Day and add American Indian
Day (offtcially recognized as the last Friday in September by
the State of california}
3.
describe different ways people, tncludfng American
Indians, lived during the American colonial period ...

Grade 1: A Chlld's Place in Time and Space
1.2

Include identification of nearby Indian reservations
in map and globe work
1.

2.

detail the structure of schools and communities in the
past, tncludfng the practkes and treatment of
American Inclfan students in federal boarding
schools
Cf.
Read Harper, Maddie. Mush-hole. [Memories
about a residential school by Maddie Harper)

1.5

5.
Include discussion of American Indian beliefs,
especially the celebration of sacred ceremonies (e.g., Hopi
Corn Dance, Sioux Sun Dance, Hupa, Karuk, ·YuTok
Jump Dance)

1.6

2.
Clarify "native and immigrant populations, to mean
"American Indian and immigrant populations •••

1.7

Add 4. Introduce American Indian practfces of
exchange and trat:UJ, including the use of cowrie
Cf.

Read Cronon, William. Changes in the Land:
Indians, Colonists and the Ecology of New England.

Grade 2: People Who Make a Difference

2.1

1.
Trace the history of a family through use of primary
and secondary sources including artifacts, photographs, and
documents; for American Indian students encourage
them to contact thefr tribes or Bureau of Indian Affairs
for primary documents regarding tribal lineage.

2.2

1.
Locate on a simple letter-number grid system the
specific locations and geographic features in their
neighborhood or community, including rancherias and
reservations
3.
Locate on a map where their ancestors used to live,
describe when their family moved to the local community,
and describe how and why they made their trip; or, in case
of American Indians, why some were forced to move
from their aboriginal lands and describe how and why
they made their trip

2.3

1.
Add American Indians as examples (e.g., Powhattan
and Virginia Confederacy, Metacomet (King Phillip's
War during 1660s)
Cf.
Use 500 Natl.ons video series.

2.

Add as examples of Indian treaties, the treaty of
1644 between Virginia Confederacy and Jamestown
colonists
2.5

Add American Indians, Charles Eastman·and Sarah
Winnemucca (whose 1883 book, Life Among the Paiutes,
suggested more equitable matment of American
Indians by whites) to this list
1.

2.
Add American Indian leaders, Pontlac, Chief Joseph
and Tecumseh to this list

Grade 3: Continuity and Change

3.2

1.
describe the nation'hl identities, religious beliefs,
customs and cultural interaction of American Indians
4.

describe the economy and systems of government,

particularly those with tribal constitutions and thetr
relationship to federal and state goveTfliJU!nts
Note: We object to looking at systems of government
through the "democratic/republican" lens of focus as
this is an outdated remnant of Cold War ideology
contrasting "good" goveTfliJU!nts to "communist"
governments.
3.3

1.
Describe the explorers who visited here, the
newcomers who settled here, and the people who continue to
come to the region including the cultural and religious
traditions of the different groups; and, discuss thetr
cultural interaction with the already established Indian
peoples of the region

3.4

4.
Identify the three branches of government with an
emphasis on local government; introduce the concept of
sovereignty of Indian nations
4.

Describe how California, the other states, and
sovereign tribes combine to make the nation and
participate in the federal system (PI C)
4.6 Include in the examples of the nation's heroes who
took risks to secure freedoms biographies about Chief
Joseph of the Ne% Perce, Weetamoo (Pocasset female
sachem whose tribe fought as aUies to Metacomet in
King Phillip's War); and the Navajo codetalkers in
World WarD.

Grade 4:

4.2

California - A Changing State

Identify the major groups of California Indians, their
spatial distribution, economic activities, legends, and
religious beliefs; describe how they adapted to and
modified the physical environment by cultivation of
land and sea resources
1.

2.
indicate the early routes (by ship and by land,
including accounts given by Cermeno and Sir Francis
Drake when they encountered Indian peoples off the
coasts of Trinidad and Point Reyes) and settlements in
California with a focus on the exploration of the North
Pacific, noting the physical barriers of mountains, deserts,

ocean currents, and wind patters (e.g. Captain Cook, Valdez,
Virtus Bering and discuss these explorers' observations
and attttudes toward American Indian tribes)

3.
Draw from biographies and maps to describe the
Spanish exploration and colonization of California, including
the relationships among soldiers, missionaries and Indians
(e.g., accounts of Pablo Tac, a Luiseno Indian born at the
Mission of San Luis Rey in 1822, who provides one of the
few Indian eyewitness accounts of Ufe under the mission
system)
5.
Describe the daily lives of the men, women and
children -both native and non-ruzttve -who occupied the
presidios, missions, ranchos, and pueblos; also describe
the resfstance of native Indian peoples to the mUJston
system.{e.g., the San Diego Revolt of 1775 and
Estanislao's Revolt of 1829)
Cf:

Supahan, Sarah. A Time of Resf.stance: CaUfomia
Indians During the Mtsston Perlo~ 1769-1848. Eureka,
CA: Humboldt County Office of Education, 1997.
Holtennan. Jack. "The Revolt of Estanislao" in
The Indian Historian (1970).
Blackbutn, Thomas. "The Chumash Revolt of
1824: A Native Account, in The Journal of California
AnthropolDgy (1975).
Broadbent, Sylvia M. "Conflict at Monterey:
Indian Horse Raiding, 1820-1850" in Journal of
California Anthropology (1974).
PhUlips, George Harwood. Indians and Intruders
in Central California, 1769-1849. Norman and London:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1993.

6.
Use the term aborl.gl.naljishing and California
cultfVQ:t:l.ng economies in place of hunter-gatherer economy
which denigrates the actual proto-agricultural cultivation by
pruning and fire ecology with which most California tribes
were familiar; and add another clause stating also describe
the decUne of Indtart population between 1769 and
1850 due to the introcutton of the mission system and
Euro-Amerfcan diseases.
Cf: Bean, Lowell J. "Indians of California: Diverse and
Complex Paoples" in California History 71 (Fall 1992):

302-323.

4.3

1.
Map the location of Mexican settlements in California
and other settlements, fttc&lding Indian villages, Fort
Ross, and Sutter's Fort
2.
include this phrase in examples area: (e.g., James
Beckwourth, Jedediah Smith, John Fremont and thefr
attitudes toward Indi~)
3.

(e.g., inc&lde oral hfstories and/or local accounts

regarding thB effect of the Gold Rush upon Indian tribes
in California (e.g., the Bloody Island massacre of the
Porno and the Indian Island massacre of the Wfyot)

4.
chart the growth of Euro-American population in
California between 1850 and 1900 a1id the concomitant
decltne of the Ca.l#J'omta Indian Population between 1769
and 1900; describe its multi-ethnic composition; identify the
countries of origin; describe the conflicts and accords among
ethnic groups (e.g., the 1850s Indian Indentured Slave
Law, numerous Indian nurssacres, and the 1882
Exclusion Act)
Cf: CaUfornJa Mission Statf.stfcs, Bancroft Collection,
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley,
Folder 17.

7.

study t'lu! unratified Indian treaties in CaUfomia
during the 1850s

4.4

3.
compare the federal, state, local and tribal
governments, identifying their similarities ...
4.
explain the structure and function of state and tribal
governments, including the roles and responsibilities of
their elected officials
5.
describe the components of California's governance
structure (i.e., cities and towns, Indian rancherias and
reservations, counties, school districts)

4.5

1.
explain the influence of the Pony Express, Overland
Mail Service, the telegraph service, and the building of the
Transcontinental Railroad, including the deleterious
effet:t of the Pacific Railroad Act upo~ American Indian
lands

2.

explain how the Gold Rush transformed the economy

of California, including the type of products produced and
consumed, changes in towns and Indian eommullftiu •••
3. identify the distribution of population and describe the
changing population of California, espectally Am.ericatt
Indfcm populations due to mflttary and economic
co'fl/lfcts, (i.e. influences .. . .
,.

Comment: Between 4.5 SJ and 4} we need more trea.t~nsnt of
the effects upon American Indtans as a result of the
Dawe$ General Allotment Act of l887 and the granting

of cl.tb:enship to Indians in 1924.
Although thb does not particularly pertain to American
Inilfa.ns, we an $Urprfsed that the standards do not
reflect the impact on the CalfJom.U:J economy due to the
opening of the PanamD. CanaL

describe the history and development of California's public
education system, including federal Indian schools, unfverstttes,
community and tribal colleges
6.

Grade 5
United States History and Geography: Making a New Nation

Comment: Need to introduce pre-Columbian cultures. Before 1492 Indian peoples had
numerous civilizations throughout all regions ofNorth America, (e.g., Anasazi,
Mississippi Moundbuilders, Forest Dwellers of Northeast).
5.1 #2 - We encourage the State Standards to change the wording of 5.1, #2 from
"' "describe the reasons Europeans chose to explore and colonize" to "describe the
rationale Europeans used to justify exploration and colonization of the globe."
5.1#5- add an (e.g. 500 Nations videos) to number 5.
5.2 # 1 - include in this section The Churches and the Indian Schools, by Frances Paul
Prucha, and The Middle Ground by Richard White).
#2 - explain the cooperation and conflict that existed between the colonists and
Indians during the 1600's and 1700's (e.g., the fur trade, Jamestown, Philips War, the
Pequot, Indian Wars, the Miami Wars
#4- add (e.g., Cherokee factions between Boudinout and Ross.
#5- include in the (e.g., Black Elk, Geronimo and Chief Joseph).
#6- add (e.g., Chief Justice John Marshall)
In 5.2 add a #7 titled American Indian contributions to the world (e.g., Indian Givers, by
Jack Weatherford
Also in 5.2 add a #8 which would evaluate American Indian achievements in Astronomy
including the development of Calendar (e.g., Medicine Wheel, Sun Dagger, Hupa
Calendar Stones, Resource might be More Than Bows and Arrows video, America in
1492, "Systems ofKnowledge" by Clara Suekidwell", Lawrence Hall of Science ...
5. 3 # 1 - describe how location and physical setting influenced the founding of the major
British... .locate them on a map_along with the tribes already living in these
areas.
#2- include in the (e.g., Powhatan, Iroquois Confederacy).
#3- describe the religious character of the earliest colonies... and the slow growth of
religious tolerance. Add that among the colonists, in the 17th and 18th century,
religious tolerance did not extend to the Indian religions.
5.4 #1- include in the (e.g., Thomas Mayhew,Jr., Eleazor Wheelock, Samson Occum).
#2- inClude in the (e.g., the impact of French and Indian War among colonists,
Pontiac's rebellion of 1763).
#5 include in the (e.g., Thomas Mayhew, Jr., Eleazor Wheelock, Pontiac, and Samson
Occum).
5.5. #1 -include Indian leaders alliance with each side (Joseph Brant and British
Soldiers).
#3 -include the effect on Indians due to collapse of British Proclamation's protecting
Indian lands from colonial encroachment. Impact of Treaty of Paris upon Indian
Sovereignty.
#5 - include the impact upon Indian land claims.

5.6 #1- describe the Articles ... along with Indian representation within the Articles,
(e.g., Indian Givers by Jack Weatherford).
Add a number 3 to 5.6 which would contrast inclusion/exclusion of American Indians
participation in both documents.
5.6 #3- explain... reserved to the states and Indian Nations (e.g., commerce clause).
5.7 #1- map and name the original colonies and major tribes located in these colonies
that later...
Add a new number 3 which asks students to discuss the reasons for Indian migration
patterns through the nation between 1789-1850, including the need for new food sources
'and escape from colonial encroachment.
5.7 #4- map and identify the current 50 states, and major tribes within each state...
#5- include in the (e.g., Four Bears of the Mandan).
#6- map the routes and compare experiences on the Trail of Tears (Jackson's
removal policy of the 5 civilized tribes) ..•terrain, and impact on American
~dian people already there•••
#7 - describe the continued... .southwest, and their acceptance of Indian land title.
#8 - include the significance of the concept of manifest destiny and it's impact on the
indigenous peoples.
Grade 6- World History and Geography:Ancient Civilizations
6.1 #4- include a 4th description stating: Describe the purpose of the American Indian
Graves and Repatriation Act especially as it applies to Kennewich man (Paleolithic
remains recently discovered in Washington State).

-. -~? Grade 7 - World History and Geography: Medieval and Early Modem Times
7.7 #4- include in the (e.g., Spanish Requirement of 1513).
Add a number 8 titled: World contributions of food, silver, medicine (e.g., Indian Givers,
by Jack Weatherford).
Also include a number 9 asking students to: Compare the use oflndian technology of
cloth to European technology of metal (e.g. , Clara Kidwell "Systems of Knowledge" in
Alvin Josephy's America in 1492.
7.9- Add a new #7 asking students to: Discuss how Spanish Legal Jurists opposed the
prevailing rational of European subjugation of American Indian peoples.
7.10 #2- assess the significance ... barometer, and significance of medicines developed
by Indians in Western hemisphere and brought to Europe.
Grade 8 - US History and Geography: Growth and Conflict
8.1 #2- drawing on its text .. ."naturallaw", and its lack of application to Black, Women
and American Indians.
#3 - describe the significance ... other nations, and Indian Nations
8.2 - Students analyze ... implied , and plenary powers ...
#2- compare the Articles ... Constitution and their inclusion of American Indian
participation .••Declaration of Independence and its exclusion of American
Indian Nations in government.
#3 -analyze the major debates ... Bill of Rights, and the status of Indian Nations

under the Commerce Clause.
#5 - analyze the powers ... Rights, resulting in complex interpretations regarding
American Indian Nations.
#7 - explain the principles ... dual sovereignty, especially as it applies to American
Indian Nations ...
8.3 #2- describe how the ordinance ... and states, confiscating aboriginal land titles.
8.4 #4- draw from literature ... new nation, including American Indians ..•
8.5 #2 -analyze the political... to a final peace, especially loss of Indian lands.
#3 -map the changing... Mexican American War, and American Indian Tribes.
" #4 - describe the major treaties, and their lack of enforcement with Indian nations ...
#5- describe the principal....(including the French and Indian Wars 1756-1763,
War of 1812- 1815.
8.6 #1- Students should: Discuss the continued resistance of the Indians especially
Techumsah's Panlfudian Alliance which complicates Frontier settlement for
almost 2 decades.
#5- describe Horace Mann's ... American culture; also the attempt to assimilate
Indians through Mission Schools.
·
8. 7 - Include a new #2 stating: As the expansion of cotton production develops the
expulsion of the 5 civilized tribes opens up new land for white farmers.
8.8 #4- describe the development. .. Railroad, especially its impact upon Indian lands.
#7 - describe the territorial..., along with the abrogation of Indian treaties, which
spanned...
Add a number 10 stating: discuss the attitudes ofEuro-Americans toward American
Indians during 1800-1850' s.
8.9- Add a number 7 stating: Describe California' s Indian Indenture Law.·
8.11#2- map and describe ... experiences in those regions, and their impact upon
Indigenous people.
#2- Comment: We object to the implied justification that the Plains Wars made
agricultural development and industrialization possible. We suggest number two state:
.
explain the development of federal Indian policy.
#6 - explain child labor,including Indian Indenture Act and use of children in
California).
#8 - explain the different...United States,including the prohibitions of Indians to
become citizens.
Grade 10- World History, Culture, And Geography: The Modern World
10.3- Add number seven stating: Analyze the effects of the Industrial Revolution upon
the indigenous people in North America.
10.4- Add number four stating: analyze the influence of the Columbian Quincentennial
commemoration in (1992) upon the Indian resistance in the Americas (e.g.,
revolutionary events in Chiapas, Canadian resistance to Quebec government).
Grade 11 - US History and Geography: Continuity and Change in· the Twentieth Century
11.1 #3 - relate the history .. .authority; explain the significance of the Supreme Court
decision Worchester vs. Georgia, upon American Indian sovereignty.

'

0

11.2 Include a number seven: Chief Joseph's speech "I Will Fight No More Forever".
11.3 #3- describe incidences ofreligious .. .United States, reasons for American Indian
Religious Freedom Act of 1978.
11.4- Add a new number one stating: describe the change ofland ownership resulting
from the 1887 Dawes Allotment Act. (e.g., For continuing influences of the
allotment act see And Still the Waters Run, by Angie Debo.
11.5- Add a number six stating: Analyze the effects of the Wheeler- Ho\Yard Act (Indian
Reorganization Act of 1934 ), upon American Indian tribes.
11.6 #5- analyze the constitutional... of African Americans; the role of Indians (code
talkers, soldiers and domestic shipyard workers (e.g., Native American
Testimony, by Peter ./V a.~V..oJ
#6- include an (e.g., Navajo code talkers contribution in World War II).
11.9- Add a new number six stating: explain and analyze the termination of Indian tribal
status in the 1950's and 1960's, House Resolution 108 and Public Law 280.
11.10 - Add a number eight stating: analyze the establishment of self-determination
through the American Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968.
Also add a number nine stating: study the development of the American Indian
Movement (AIM) 1972 which leads to the Indian Self- Determination Act of 1978, and
the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), and the Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.
11.12 #5 - evaluate how the federal, state, Indian Nations, and local government...major
entry of women to labor force, American Indian Gaming issue .. .
Grade 12- Principles of American Democracy & Economics
12.2- #5 explain the reciprocity.. .for the rights of others; and analyze the rights and
responsibilities of tribal citizenship.
12.3 #2 - explain the organization and jurisdiction of California, Tribal, and United
States Courts.
12.4 Include Worchester vs. Georgia with other lawsuits.
12.6 students analyze and compare the powers and procedures of the national, state,
tribal, and local governments.
12.6 #1- explain how conflicts ... are resolved; analyze plenary powers of Congress
over American Indians.
#4- include an (e.g., especially toward quasi-sovereign Indian Nations).
#6- explain the process oflawmaking... of government, National, State, Tribal and
Local, including the role ...
Comment: Strike the three in #6.
12.9- Students formulate questions about and defend their analyses of tensions .. .liberty
and equality, tribal, state .. .

